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The city of New York is the center of all nightlife and enjoyment. Having some of the greatest night
life sites in the state, some of the most intriguing scenes at night are found in NYC bars. And should
you be familiar with how the night life in New York is, you probably have encountered making one of
the most challenging decisions that anyone looking for a great time can have â€“ picking out which
place to go.

The truth is, you will find hundreds of bars to choose from. But to make things simpler, listed here is
a quick list of the best NYC bars that you can consider.

The Otheroom â€“ many people consider The Otheroom one of the most romantic bar in the Union
Square area. The interior of The Otheroom makes it very memorable. This NYC bar has exposed
brick rooms and tiny, flickering candles â€“ just enough illumination to make emotional magic.

The Otheroom is full of the works of local artists such as eerie pseudo-African masks decorated on
the walls. Inside you'll discover young couples staying on cozy sofas and menus offering about 60
brands of beer combined with a motivating list of wine.

Bar 108 â€“ this particular bar is not as pricy as its neighbors. It just opened up its expanding kitchen to
the hungry masses. After you step inside, you are surprised with its clean Soho sports bar with eight
flat screens and more than 30 brands of beer offered making it among the finest NYC bars seen by
travellers and locals alike.

White Star â€“ this bar is cool and tension free. Donâ€™t judge its size, for the best signature cocktails are
served in White Star. Its widely recognized house absinth is also one reason why this bar is a
favorite. The sort of audience that White Star draws in is the kind that isn't afraid to pay significant
chunks of their paychecks, while they swarm around the marble-top bar.

Sweet and Vicious â€“ many fancy Sweet and Viciousâ€™ ambience and ambiance. Its warehouse space
brings plenty of opportunity for creativity and style. The massive main room resembles a medieval
mead hallway of some sort, yet is actually adjusted to speak to the wants of the current liquor
lovers. It has exposed brick surfaces as well as wooden panel floors with marching large fixtures
posing as castle chandeliers. But the main attraction pointing to Sweet and Vicious is its $1 shots
and its tiny and smokers-friendly backyard garden.

Elsa â€“ among the many NYC bars, Elsa will once and for all stay # 1 so far as quality of drinks are
concerned. If you like your drinks to be smooth and well-mixed, then Elsa is the most appropriate
place to be. Its signature drinks undoubtedly are a sure winner, thanks to their bartending pros.
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DJ Willis - About Author:
Want to find a new york bars to gather at with your friends? These and other a restaurants nyc
provide a great nightlife. Visit 230-Fifth.com for more information.
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